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JavaScript and TypeScript fluent developer and content creator with 10K+ views on my hashnode blog and growing my
YouTube content with over 1.5K views so far. I have 3 years of experience creating full-stack web apps with experience
in React, Next, Node, MongoDB, postgreSQL, microservices, unit testing, algorithms and dockerizing production level
web apps with Docker.

Full Stack Developer - Internship
Slik - Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Improved user experience by adding a new full stack feature where clients can add and update proposal numbers to each proposal they create and
keeping it consistent throughout the application in different pages.
Improved the developing experience by implementing proper TypeScript in the codebase and fixing bugs.
Learned NestJS and Vue.js

2 months/2023

W O R K  E X P E R I E N C E

React.js | Node.js Developer - Internship
Focal X Agency - Lattakia, Syria

Allowed recruiters to look up for information about the employees and the interns in the company by building the API using Node.js, Express.js and
MongoDB.
Was responsible for teaching other less experienced interns about React and Node.js.
Showed my proficiency of the MERN stack by building a full stack chat application using Node.js and socket.io.
Developed my communication skills by collaborating with my teammates in marketing, design and web development teams to discuss product-
related meetings.

02/2021 - 07/2021

P R O J E C T S

Full stack Next.js app:
User authentication using JWT and Magic passwordless login.
PostgreSQL and GraphQL using Hasura
Server-Side Rendering, Static Site Generation and Incremental Static Regeneration for the best performance and SEO.
Browse movie trailers using YouTube API
Add movie trailers as favorites
Creates a watch again list to track watched trailers

NEXTFLIX GitHub RepoLIVE DEMO

Built this full-stack Vue.js web app in 20 days to prove my ability to adapt to new technologies when I worked at Slik.
sign up/login using Pinia, Firebase & Firestore
see the list of all songs available and listen to them
upload songs and play/edit their info
Intensive form validation
add comments after authentication to a specific song and see others’ comments
internationalization i18n and translations for both (EN | NL).

MUSICA (Spotify Clone) LIVE DEMO Github Repo

Full stack app features:
100% pixel-perfect fully responsive app built from Figma design. Looks and functions on small, medium and large devices.
Create, read, update, and delete boards and tasks
Receive form validations when trying to create/edit boards and tasks
Mark subtasks as complete and move tasks between columns using drag and drop feature
Hide/show the board sidebar
Toggle the theme between light/dark modes
App state is preserved on refreshing using local storage and Prisma as an ORM and MongoDB as a database

Kanban Task Management System LIVE DEMO Github Repo

User authentication and authorization using Firestore
Shop and users data stored in Firebase
Users can add items to the cart go to the checkout page where you can add and remove items from the cart
Payment through Stripe API
State management is handled by Redux and Redux Thunk.

Crwn Shop LIVE DEMO GitHub Repo

Address: Novara, IT - willing to relocate immediately
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